The project should bring light into the
dark. In a mainly white landscape i wanted to catch the eyes of visitors with an
architectural structure which is unusual
for the area. In souther European areas
columns and ruins are common. I wanted to bring them to Finland and surprise
visitors with an brightly lit ruin of a column. Using a curved form. It would be
easy to bring the snow into the desired
cylindrical shape. Since the cylinders are
supposed to recollect to ruinous columns,
the walls must not be perfectly even. The
light that is placed inside the column can
shine through the gaps and the fragile
structure gets enhanced even more.

The idea was to create something bright
and shining in the long period of darkness. Something beautiful, but temporary. Thinking about a field of flowers,
blossoming in monotonous landscape
- like ice flowers. But in reverse the ice
flower does not grow with the warmth it dies. My konzept is a sculpture out of
thin ice floes, arranged in a circle, where
a bonfire is burning in the center. The fire
speeds the process of decay and illuminates the darkness with the warm and
reflecting rays of light.

Snowballs which are rolling down a hill
draw lines in the snow. I wanted to freeze,
scale and show this situation on a abstract flat area. To divide the artificiality
from reality the snowballs and their lane
should be coloured. The field should be
walk able, footprints would not disturb it.
After the first snowfall only the coloured
snowballs, which are carrying fresh snow
like old cottages on the mountains in winter would remain.

The project explores the element of water in its different aggregate states. The
features of water are difficult to describe
with rational physical understanding due
to its anomalies. „Solid Flows” is dedicated to capture the transformation of water
from its solid state to its fluid state and
vice versa. Watching its volume expand
while freezing then returning subsequently to its liquid aggregate phase.

The snow stands for the silence. With the
collectedmaterial from the site. Towers are
built as objects of the landscape. A black
frozen fabric wraps them, taking shape and
playing with the shadows and the light of
the low sun. Anyone can walk around these
objects, enjoying the complexity of the
shadows while going through this frozen
forest.

The project tries to receive a deep effect
of a two dimensional surface by using
different colours. The darkness has eyes,
they are watching you and sometimes
you get scared or feel observed by them.
In the oriental area, people believe
that eyes are protecting them from
the bad things. So the main point is to
make something which is extraneous
to conversant, you treat the nature with
respect and on an equal footing.

The snow stands for the silence.
With this material collected on
the site, tours would be built
as objects of the landscape. A
black, frozen fabric wrapped
them, taking form and playing
with the shadows and light of
the narrow sun.

??

Anyone can just go an walk
around these objects, enjoying
the complexity of the shadows
going thought this frozen forest.

David Theodor Banda
Livia Dirnböck
Aline Sarah Eriksson
Linda Findeiß

FORMING TEAMS
Out of an amount of 15 individual
student proposals different key aspects of design could be defined for
a further working on. To build four
equal teams was the next step, operating the topics landart, light and
reflection, spacial perception and
experimental material approaches.
In an intensive phase of workshops,
models, 1:1 prototypes and experiments with the original material of
snow were tested and the process of
dealing with the four different projects went on. The outcome of this
engagement leads to the following
projects.

Sierro Simon

point of view
The idea for the concept can be derived
from an experiment, in which a fundamental change of the object is triggered by a
movement.
The transformation from a heavy, massive,
impermeable wall that restricts the view
of the landscape to a disintegrated object
that produces an opposite effect becomes
visible through a walkabout. The ensemble shows the comparison between the two
opposite characteristics of it.

Margit Haider
Maria Groiss
Simon Sierro

Our design is based on a simple line,
shining in the dark. The intention
was to create a specific landmark something simple but with a strong
aura.
The view changes from every angle
and perspective. The line is a trench,
dug in a 40 meters long snow
mound. While coming closer to this
snow creation, you will see a narrow, brightly lit path. By following
this path one will slightly go up and
down. You can see the landscape
around you or either be completely
surrounded by the snow. A unique
experience.

SUPERIOR CONTRAST
Heike Hümpfner
Felix Redmann
Amelie Wischer
Viktoria Wohlfahrt
The idea behind superior contrast
was the interaction between the
material ice and the people. Stepping into the installation will bring
the users an empirical knowledge
in knowing the strength, the brittleness, as well as the stunning beauty
of ice. Interacting with light and
the shadows of the individual will
strengthen this idea in its mind. It
should be kept as a playground to
deal with the material ice and its evanescence – that also could be seen
as a sign to handle some thematics
carefully.

This effect is further enhanced by the
shadow play of the object.

CUBE

JÄÄLYHTY

FISH SCALES

THE LINE

TRANSLUCENT REALITY

POINT OF VIEW

SUBLIMINAL

ICE BURST

Lara Braun

Aline Sarah Eriksson

Maria Groiss

Alen Hasimovic

Felix Redmann

Greta Simon

Amelie Wischer

Viktoria Michaela Wohlfart

The idea was to create a simple spatial situation with an interesting atmosphere of
light. With this simple form, a certain clarity should be given. By one or two slits for
the light, this simplicity should be taken
to a higher level of simplified complexity.
The simple form of the cube is abstracted by a more complex effect of light and
shadow. The cube with a height, length
and width each of 3m, should be built out
of snow and ice, with form- work panels.

Ice, cold, darkness by these facts, I created
my concept for the material of ice. Ice has
a reflectance of 40% and a big light spreading property. That means if light impinges
on an ice crystal, the light ray gets distributed in dozens of rays. Because of these
attributes I got the idea of the Ice-lights
Jäälyhty. They have a tradition in Lapland.
I choose the form of a sphere, where the
spreading of light is very high. My idea was
to bring light in the surrounding darkness.

This concept is based on three elements;
typical patterns of the Finnish everyday
life, experiencing the Finnish way of design and the materials ice and snow. Fish
reflects each element. It is one of the most
common meal ingredients in Finland, and
its skin structure is a simple and abstract
two-dimensional pattern. The popularity of the Marimekko designs reflect and
have an impact. My aim is to influence the
landscape and to build a point of coming
together - made out of snow and ice.

The Line uses the site itself as its canvas or
medium. It blurs the boarders between
sculpture and normal objects, such as the
ground. The size and proportion of The
Line questions the relation of the viewer,
the earth and the art itself. The intervention
works with what is there all ready. It takes
the context and reconstruct it within a minimal approach. It is taking the viewers eye
to an unexpected perspective in an known
environment, which you wouldn’t assume
in first place.

The major focus on this concept was on
working with ice and how it can be used
as a material of interaction. This material,
which appears in many variations – completely transparent, as also opaque – indicates an attitude that is distinctly different to many other materials you find in
nature. In addition to its definite shape,
the use of artificial light, the ice will create
an aura of fascination and the people that
interact with it are becoming a part of the
whole artwork.

The idea of the concept can be derived from
an experiment, in which a fundamental
change of the object is triggered by a movement. The transformation from a heavy, massive, impermeable wall that restricts the view
of the landscape to a disintegrated object
that produces an opposite effect - becomes
visible through a walkabout. The ensemble
shows the comparison between the two opposite characteristics of it. This effect is further
enhanced by the shadow play of the object.

The landart project should start a process
of thinking about the laws of nature and
is meant to irritate the observer. Normally
the temperature does not allow water not
to freeze. Why is it reflecting and dark? The
round elliptical circle with reflections of the
sky, surrounding nature and unfrozen water is
an experiment. It could be seen as an analogy
to traditional ice-fishing in Finland. The huge
scale catches the eye and is a counterpart to
the white and wide landscape of Lapland.

At home i tried to freeze different things
like for example fabric, or simply water
in different objects and quantity. The
main conclusion was that ice was very
brittle what lead into the concept of ice
burst. By using the snow as natural form
work ice plates where created with the
expectation of getting them broke. The
broken layered pieces of translucent and
light catching ice would create an unpredictable impulsive ice installation framing
the nature.

In our experiments, we tried to create a sort of enclosure installation
where people can walk through. This
installation should create a space
you step in and gain experience in
the materiality of ice and how it is interacting with artificial light. In many
workshops, we build up a concept
of several “ice- screens“ that should
transform a little part of a forest to
our installation. The use of a fabric spanned between trees - should represent the foundation on which we
could define the ice shapes.

The grid and the pattern combined
create multiple paths containing
several circles. In these circles the
local snow would be used to built
8 unique ways to sit and enjoy the
northern lights surrounded by
nothing but the untouched snow.
A bigger circle gives the possibility
to reach every place in a simple way.
A variation of our project `circle to
stay´ is “marimaalto”. It would have
been located near to a hotel and
not on a flat empty area. This place
is used for snow storage. We wanted
to slice the grid and the pattern in
these hills. It would also be a topographic experience.

PERCEPTION
Lara Braun
Alen Hasimovic
Greta Simon
Serkan Uzunyurt
The idea was to create an artificial space out of natural materials,
where the perception of the surroundings changes. By building four
walls of snow around one tree with a
floor of ice, an entrance and an exit
- we create some kind of white cube
out in the midst of the forest. On the
outside the snow walls melt and are
only visible in a short distance. On
the inside; the perception changes
- the floor reflects the surrounding
forest, the sky and the tree inside the
white cube.

HELSINKI –
MEETING POINT AT KIASMA (MOCA)
Our journey brought us to Helsinki,
which is the capital of Finland. Before
we headed to Köngäs we spent some
time in Helsinki. There we got to
know the architecture of Alvar Aalto.
Helsinki is the country’s biggest city,
with a population of around 620,000.
It is the centre of Finnish business, education, culture and science. The city
is home to eight universities and six
science and technology parks. Highest-value Finnish exports include
paper, oil, stainless steel products,
motor cars, chemical wood pulp and
lumber.

KAMPPI CHAPEL

KIASMA

AALTO HOUSE

AALTO STUDIO

TEMPPELIAUKIO

The Kamppi Chapel is a chapel in
Kamppi, Helsinki, located on the
Narinkka Square. It is also known as
the „Chapel of Silence“ since it is intended to be a place to calm down
and have a moment of silence in
one of the busiest areas in Finland.
The Chapel reaches a hight of 11,5
meters and it is buildt out of three
different types of wood. The chapel was constructed as a part of the
World Design Capital program in
2012. It was designed by architects
Kimmo Lintula, Niko Sirola and Mikko Summanen of K2S Architects Ltd.,
and won the International Architecture Awards in 2010.

Kiasma is a contemporary art museum located on Mannerheimintie in
Helsinki, Finland. Its name alludes
to the basic conceptual idea of its
architect, Steven Holl who named it
chiasma in the first place. The design
of the building, Finnishized as „Kiasma“, underwent slight modification
during the design process, but nevertheless was regarded as controversial. Construction work began in
1996, and the museum opened in
May 1998. The museum exhibits the
contemporary art collection of the
Finnish National Gallery founded in
1990.

The Alvar Aalto House in the district of
Munkkiniemi was designed by Alvar
and Aino Aalto as both a family home
and an office in 1935-1936. These two
functions can clearly be seen from the
outside. The slender mass of the office
wing is in white-painted, lightly rendered brickwork. There are still clear
references to Functionalism in the
location of the windows. After they
became more successful they had to
relocate their office not far from their
home. The Aalto House now serves as
a home museum and as an attraction
for every architecture and design enthusiast.

Alvar Aalto designed the building at
Tiilimäki 20 in Munkkiniemi as his own
office in 1955. Because of a number of
large commissions the office needed
more space to work in. The building
is only a short walk from Aalto’s own
house where the office had previously
been located. The building is designed
as an architect’s office. On the upper
floor there is a drawing office with a
beautifully view - encircled by natural
light . In 1962-1963 the building was extended with a dining room for the staff,
the „Taverna’”, in the courtyard behind
the high brick wall, with another office
above it.

The Temppeliaukio Church is a modern monolithic church located in the
Etu-Töölö district in Helsinki. It was
designed by the Architects Timo and
Tuomo Suomalainen due to an competition process. The construction of
the church started in 1968 was finished after one year. The mentionable
feature of this church is that it was
hewn in granite rocks. Therefore the
sacral room is surrounded by eight
meter high rock walls . It has a copper
roof with 180 windows which provides the church with light. Besides
its use for the religious service it has
become a tourist attraction because
of its extraordinary appearance.

MAKING OF
Despite being split into groups we
all helped together to create the
projects. For the first day we split
into two working groups, one that
did ice experiments for the superior contrast project and the others
helped with shovels to create the
prismatic shape for the light line
project. When the main part of the
light line was done we split into
three teams.

„Superior Contrast” started with a
lot of trial and error. We did a lot of
experiments. First we tried to freeze
fabric that we strained between two
trees. We wanted to splash water
onto the surface until a frozen layer of ice was built. But we were not
able to continue this idea because
it was to work intensive and the
progress to build up a thick layer
took too long. We changed plane
and froze a 3 to 4 cm plate of ice
in wooden forms which were laid
out with some plastic covers. Over
night the plates froze and we got
big and heavy ice slices out of the
wooden form. With sleds we transported the slices into the wood and
placed them in the snow in front of
trees. The artificial lightning behind
the ice slices, created an interesting
shadow and light effect.

CIRCLE TO THE SKY
is an ideal geometric form – the circle, which appears as a spot in the
landscape. Due to the form, communication is easily possible. One
can linger, relax, look at the northern
lights or watch the sun go down or
rise. In the darkness the circle is visible due to lights, which are installed
under the curved sitting bench.
The perception of the surroundings
changes in correspondence to the
sensing of the new appeared form.

THE COMPLETE PROJECTS

is a fluid, rhythmic - structured
composition created out of ice in
the nearby forest. Plates are arranged in different relations to
each other, which change their
perceptions by experiencing the
arrangement. The material is translucent; it shines in different shades
and layers. This effect is caused by
natural and artificial light.
Heike Hümpfner
Felix Redmann
Amelie Wischer
Viktoria Wohlfahrt

Lara Braun
Maria Groiss
Margit Haider
Alen Hasimovic
Simon Sierro
Greta Simon
Serkan Uzunyurt

We were able to complete three projects. The first one was the „Light line”.
After that we worked together to
complete two more projects. „Superior contrast” required a lot of muscle
power but together we managed to
set up the heavy ice plates in the forest
and illuminate them impressively. The
third project was a collaboration of two
teams that linked their respective projects to one project - „Circle to the sky”.

LIGHT LINE
is a minimal landmark generated
by a line shining in the dark, a forty
meter long trench dug in the snow.
The visual perception changes from
every angle and perspective. While
coming closer to the line one will see
a narrow gleaming path to follow.
This path leads up and down. One
can capture the aura of the landmark
or be completely surrounded by
snow - a unique experience.

For the „Circle to the Sky” we had to
do a lot of digging. We wanted to
create a ring of snow, so we dug all
the snow from the centre of the circle to the outer part. Then we had to
do the shaping of the seat surface.
That the Circle would also be seen
at night we added some fairy lights
and dug a little path at the edge of
the inner circle. We placed our lights
there and covered them with a light
layer of snow so that the light would
still shine through.

SUPERRELATIONS

David Theodor Banda
Livia Dirnböck
Aline Sarah Eriksson
Linda Findeiß

EXPERIENCE REPORT:
ICE
Heike Hümpfner, Felix Redmann,
Amelie Wischer, Viktoria Wohlfart
Ice is a very brittle material. To get
the frozen ice-plates out of the formwork and transport them to the final
destination was the major challenge.
Rough conditions as –12°C to –20°C
and the brittleness of the material caused that about 90% of our 35
iced plates broke. The plates were
frozen overnight between 12 and 20
hours at –12°C to –18°C and had to
be cleaned regularly from the falling
snow, because that would have been
a isolation and would cause longer
freezing times. Also, the ice gets
more and more brittle as it gets colder than –12°C.

The sizes of the ice-plates were
200x60 / 200x45 / 120x100 / 100x100
cm. Over time our Team got into
a routine for fabricating these iceplates in an efficient way but it
was still a matter of luck to get the
ice-plates out of the formwork in a
whole piece. With some parts it was
possible to pour cold water over the
fracture and fix the plates. That water froze instantly and connected the
plates together, but it is not a very
durable connection.
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The Vitralia is an abstract approach
to a typical cold environment construction, the igloo. It‘s supposed to
reverse the role of the building from
an introverted, monolithic shelter to a
artistic, extroverted light installation.
By cutting away slits from it‘s walls, replacing them with coloured ice blocks and
adding a bright light source in the inside,
the igloo becomes an impenetrable, light
spewing fortress. The whole installation
takes on new meaning when it is placed
on a cut out circle of ice which floats on
the river and thus maintaining a constant
rotation speed, meaning that the Vitralia
becomes a spinning carousel of light.

CIRCLE TO STAY & MARIMAALTO

The first step to create the „Light
Line” was to gather all the snow from
the building site. We managed to do
that with the help of a snow groomer. Because the machine only did the
gathering we had to do the shaping
with shovels. As soon as the form
was created we had to start with digging the path, beginning on the top.
Over night the snow settled and got
pretty hard so it was tough to deal
with the snow. We added a slit into
the wall and placed the fairy lights in
there, so they were protected from
the snow.

DIARY

SUNRISE AT NIGHT
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David Teodor Banda
Lara Braun
Livia Dirnböck
Aline Sarah Eriksson
Linda Findeiß
Maria Groiss
Margit Haider
Alen Hasimovic
Heike Hümpfner
Felix Redmann
Simon Sierro
Greta Simon
Serkan Uzunyurt
Amelie Wischer
Viktoria Michaela Wohlfart

THE EYE

Serkan Uzunyurt
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STUDENTS

FROZENSHADOWS

Simon Sierro

KÖNGÄS

Hannah Aufschnaiter
Günter Pichler
Nikola Hergovich

SOLID FLOWS

Heike Hümpfner
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TUTORS

SNOWBALLS

Margit Haider

HELSINKI

The implementation:
The realization of the projects
took place in Köngäs, Lapland in
cooperation with the University of
Lapland in Rovaniemi, Finland.

ICE FLOWER

Linda Findeiß
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The idea:
The programm “snow and ice” offers
the possibility to conduct a spatial
experiment with an ephemeral
solid in the isolation of the polar
night. Building with water in the
third physical state requires a
clear, meaningful confrontation
and occupation with the matter
between light and darkness in the
North of Europe.

The planing stage:
The first step was to explore and
analyse the architectural potential
of the materials snow and ice on a
model in Vienna and furthermore
to work out a concrete concept for a
specific site in Finland.

Snow and ice … deals with the
experimental approach to build
with an ephemeral material in the
still and loneliness of the polar
night. Building with water in its
third aggregate state requires a
clear, meaningful confrontation
with the matter. Light and
darkness plays an important
role in the creative process.
Challenged by this possibility and
in preparation for a realisation,
we started an intensive time
of research and experimenting
in Vienna to develop our ideas
for the building site in Lapland.
Accompanied by a fascinating
excursion to Helsinki our ideas
and design proposals were
implemented in a 1:1 building
workshop in Köngäs.

PILLAR

Livia Dirnböck
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SNICE: SNOW AND ICE

VIENNA

FIRST STEPS

individual projects
workshop, experiments &
group projects

Helsinki
Kittilä - Köngäs
12. - 20. January

Field Trip to Finland
Building Workshop
Department of Spatial and Sustainable Design
Technical University of Vienna
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SNOW
&ICE
2018
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Vienna – Helsinki

Exploring Helsinki

The world of Alvar Alto

Off to Lapland

Exploring the surrounding area

Workflow

Flowon - Icehotel

And on and on and on - sled ride

Last day to work

Helsinki was the first stop on our excursion to the northern part
of Finland which was perfect to get used to the freezing cold.
A short flight and a train ride later we arrived in the city of Helsinki. Afterwards we had a nice dinner and spent the rest of the
evening getting to know Helsinki in a hip bar near our apartment.

The first sight on our list was the Kamppi Kappelli, a very interesting spot for young architects. Our secound stop was the
Esplanadi which is surrounded by nice buildings. On our tour
we also visited the Haven, the russian Uspenski–Cathedral, the
Cathedral of Helsinki, the national library and the University
Library. In the evening we all met in the Museum of Contemporary Art, Kiasma.

Early in the morning we started the day with our tour to the
house of Alvar Alto and his office nearby. It was a fascinating.
Back in the city centre we visited the Temppeliaukion Kirkko and the Finlandia Hall. After a hot steaming cup of coffee
we explored the stores in the Design District. Later on in the
evening some of us tried the sauna and the restaurant Löyly
which are located next to the sea.

We arrived in the snowy winter wonderland of Kittilä. Nobody
had an idea where we would stay but in the end we got a warm
welcome from Timo Jokela. He brought us to Tonttulan Elämyskylä an Elves Hideaway. There we had nice bedrooms, a big living room and even a sauna. The perfect place to warm up after
the freezing temperatures from outside. In the afternoon we
presented and discussed the four different projects with Prof.
Timo Jokela , Antti Stöckell and Maiko Ikeuchi.

On Monday we searched for the best spots to start our experiments and we got familiar with the material snow. We explored
its texture, structure, and ways of editing it. It was a windy day
so it was difficult to prepare the snow for the formation. With a
snow excavator and our own hands we start the project „Lightline” by building a 35m long rampart into the landscape. The
second group began their experiment to freeze textiles - for
example a curtain between some trees.

Second workshop day in Lapland – The distribution of snow,
completing missing height and straightening it again, smoothing and grinding. We tried first freezing plates with panels and
plastic covers. We positioned horizontal panels, f illed themwith
water and observed the time of the icing process. After a long
day we spent a nice evening together in the wood sauna and
at the pond.

It was the first sunny day with less wind, which made it easier
to work on the projects. The circle project started right after a
good construction site was found and the dimensions where
clear. So we started to build. Everyone was working diligently on the projects. In the evening we drove to a neighbours
Ice-hotel to see the processing with snow and ice. Room walls,
beds, furniture and objects all made out of ice. It was impressiv.

All projects got there final touch. „The Lightline” was almost
finished, the ice team arranged different big plates in the forest with light-spots behind them and different versions of the
compilation were tried. „The Circle” took advantage of the
good weather conditions to consolidate the last masses. String
lights were used to strengthen the idea of the circle. The hotel
owner invited us to sled with reindeer sand huskies. We also
gave a presentation to Finnish students.

Representative photos of the projects were shot and some adjustments to perfect the projects. such as the last exploration of
the area and nature. We said Goodbye to the Finnish students
and finally we saw the northern lights which was a magnificent
conclusion at the end of our workshop.

SAT 18.01.20.

Livia Dirnböck
Niklas Gössl
Margit Haider
Alen Hasimovic
Dominic Schwab
Greta Simon
Serkan Uzunyurt

Departure day
Kittilä - Helsinki - Vienna
Suitcases packed, the experiment was completed. Our journey
homewards began with a short stop in Helsinki - last postcards
were sent - before finally going back to warm Vienna.

The design project was realised
2018 in cooporation with Prof.
Timo Jokela, Antti Stöckell and
students - Art and Design, University of Lapland in Rovaniemi,
Finland.

Günter Pichler
Felix Redmann
Simon Sierro
Greta Simon
Serkan Uzunyurt
Amelie Wischer
Viktoria Michaela Wohlfart
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